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Deer Ur. Cook, 

The Ramparts circular is eholosed. I do not need it. net you want Jo on tho back 
page end is marked. I'll be surprised it they are doing the book Steve mentioned. 
Viking is the publisher, and they're making a big thing out of it. They may be 
able to do better than Ramparts, and the magazine and toes set oene time no. The 
book is due the end of next month. The salesmen are offering it now, but saying 
very litTle *bout if if their Washington salesman In his yesterday's performance 
at one of his better easterners' is a fair sample. I will tell you more after you finish reading mine, for I think you'll be happier that way. I do understand it is a strong book. 	. 

Steve did net tell you because he wan keeping my secret. I had enoeeh trouble without asking for more, like having a printer destroy the plates end mess up the negatives, than resign. At was really no secret, for my phone at least is quite public. I just didn't want to advertise it until I was giving out the preen qopiew. The only meetiors 
of which I am aware lex are s nice story in the London Times and soothing moved 

by either APP or a pener altering its DC office. I do expect rove. I na hepy The Natien seat you the 000. With your knowledge of the field, I hope for revlie. I 
didn t because I have already given away a thousand dollars Worth of press copies 
end 2 haven't the slighteet idea wbere the momee to pay the printer is coming from, 

Semedey we'll get together and seep frustrations. You had a memo at Zook; I had a 
finished book, and you'll soon know 'what it soya. You are probably correct about 
The Nation's attitude. At some point moon, laving to realize that the best 
enewer.le the truth, As close as man can spproaeh it. There is no saving Earl Waitron trouble signature, but he needn't be the goat. I hope you will agree with 
and understand my perhaes eliptical trestwnt. I said like to hear from you when you finish, and on the change you are reviseing, I'll say nothing about the contents. 

ay Preface is not in any sense en exaegeratione  as you perhaps more then anyone 
will understand. The book is entirely my 4mu ly only end wonderful) helper was 
my wife, who wore out her tyeewriter with about throe-quarter* ore million words 
of typing on this subject alone, of which about a third of s million -ere notes. That is the extent of the research. Sylvia Meagher suggested the addition of several smell 
and not organic things, nor/tape four of which I  used. One is the reel Eiden, another 
is your very goo friend J. Edger Hoover's trees, which I have preserved, I hope, 
elonside the Sneerer's clothes, and another the reference to the YIC's bank check 
on Oswald. The manuscript was completed by midelehrUary .1985. The .first limited 
'edition (for pitteetion) was copyrighted as I recall in eerie August. Since than 
I ewes been reedy for publication. I delayed tocelong. Oehoday I'll tell you why. 

Whet you hive is the unedited first draft. All the editors seld(to leave it along, with the undelete1 adjectives and saroama, bemuse no two houses would edit it alike. It you have time to note sweetens, it might be helpful, for I still hope to 
attract regular publication. The baby is merely out of the pleoenta. It is not yet 
even dry. I emhopefele There is a scheduled helfehour radio interview on a popular 



*ear 
pews* and an indefinite TV interview that may be next week. I am working on 
something muoh bigger about which I'm pledged to confidence. It looks good. I 
domethink I've turned the corner. There is commercial distribution in Washington*  
but I know of no copies distributed other than them 748 I placed in the 19 stores 
I el2roached. One is everaginc!, about 5 a deyi 

The odd but comprehensible thing is that the liberals fear for Berl Warren, the 
right for their own, end theothermfor themselves. Meanwhile, the late President 
had such friends he needed no enemies. His own brothers will not interest than-
selves in any aspect of the matter, even to reading a book, with no strings attached. 

Some day I'm doing a boo already outlined, noted end in small part written, entitled 
"Dick Daring In The He Sox; or How I clot Rich in pig ibnths. It must wait for 
other things, including the lapse of time to prevent hurt to the many fine editors 
who did try to help. 

I ramble because I'm tired and a friendly, encouraging letter, especially one 
delivered on time, is unusual and pleasant. Beginning in the morning I'll be 
busy getting ready for some of the things I've been working on and may not be able 
to answer.:!. do appreciate your good wishes, and I thank you for taking the time 
to extend them. I hope you'll be able to write after you finish the book. 

SinoerelY, 

Harold Oelaterg 



722 Fernmere Avenue 
Interlaken, N.J., 07712 
May 18, 1966 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Hyattstown, Rd., 20734 

Dear Mr, Weisberg: 

Your letter arrived this morning and, along with it, as chance would have it, a copy 
of your book which Carey McWilliams forwarded to me. Naturally)  I haven't had a chance 
to read the book yet, but I'm glad you got it out. Steve Barber had told me about it 
on the phone some weeks ago, but I didn't know at the time you had gone ahead with your 
own printing plans. Congratulations. 

This is the must frustrating thing I have ever encountered in all my years as an author. 
I began in December, 1964, circulating a detailed memorandum to magazinesp'trying to 
interest someone in the falacies of the Warren Report. My object was much more limited 
than yeurs. It was, for the purposes of a magazine article, concentrated on just one 
point: was there a conspiracy or wasn't there? And its basic procedure was to take 
the 'Warren Report's thesis of how the assassination happened---to take it exactly and 
then show that, according to the Warren Commission's own evidence, it absolutely could 
not have happened that way. 

As you know even better than I, the evidence absolutely swears at the conclusions, but 
I found A.t impossible (and I underline the word,  advisedly) to interest anyone in 
exposing this simple and undeniable fact. Editors would read the memorandum„puzzle 
over it, then say to me, "We've all looked at its  and we can't find am flaw in yeur 
reasoning, but--.A The "but" always *ailed off pretty weakly into the excuse that 
perhaps there would besame unelrevidence changing everything before they could get 
the article into print. Look had the memo for six solid weeks, and then we had to 
ask for it back, ,if ;they weren't going tease it. The Nation shied from the idea of 
oPening up a dtriSite issue; that's my interpretatian, but about the only way I can 
describe their attitude, and then too there was Carey's admiration for Marren and 
his friendship with some of the staff 4hom he highly regarded. Well,'I won't bore you 
with it all, = but I got nowhere. 

Last September, 	s got all excited; I did some 20,000 words plus for them; they 
were as happy, to use 	1 Mundt's phrase, as a South Dakota pheasant in a South Dakota 
cornfield, Then, all of 'a sudden, something happened to them. What I still don't know. 
Steve Barber has picked up ,a rumor  that someone connected with the commitsion has done 
an expose about the slipshodwaythe investigation was handled; and it strikes Carey and 
me that this is what will probably appear in Ramparts, since it fits their amumsidagamliss 
sensationalized, *inside" formula of recent issues. Anyway, after threatening to sue 
the bastards, I've finally gotten  the manuscript back—and I guess I can eat it. I'm 
trying to interest Carey and The Nation, but that seems a dubious proposition. so that's 
Mr story. I would appreciate it II you can send me your copy of the flier thatts 
put out. I've heard about it, but haven't seen it—and I'd like to have it, justin 
case Ramparts tries to peak= poach some of my material, which they may. 

Anyway, I'm glad you got out this broadside; it's needed. But isn't it a helluva 
commentary on this country that the assassination of a much-beloved President could 
be treated this way? 


